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Soundwalking is a listening and composition method that focuses on the exploration of the environment. With roots in the 1970s, the artistic practices that sprung from soundwalking engage both with the unmediated soundscape as well as with multiple approaches to its augmentation or the augmentation of the human sensory apparatus. Soundwalking emphasises the listener’s active and participatory role in the construction of dynamic compositions, shaped as much by the environment as by their presence and actions. Given the increasing relevance of computation in physical and public environments, the omnipresence of the metainterface, and how hybrid environments emerge from physical and virtual spaces, this paper discusses how principles and methodologies of soundwalking may allow the exploration and, ultimately, the understanding of computational environments that are increasingly sonic. This paper explores how in these contexts soundwalking can be used as a poetic and aesthetic resource, leading to the development of a listening that emphasises computation and procedurality, an algorithmic listening.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our experience of space has been mediated and transformed by computation: whether in virtual spaces or in physical spaces nonetheless infiltrated by computation. These environments have become hybrids of actual objects in the world and virtual computational objects, becoming an amalgam of the natural acoustic environment — Bernie Krause’s geophony and biophony (2008) — of classical anthropophonic sounds,¹ and of sounds that are produced and experienced through computational systems. This last set of sounds has very particular affordances that significantly impact the soundscape, particularly when we conceptualise it aesthetically: soundscape as how environments are understood by those that inhabit them (Truax 1984, 48).

Environments are hybridised with computation in four principal ways. On one end of the scale, we have fully computational environments, which we may call algorithmic environments. This is the realm of idealised immersive virtual reality, of cyberspace² or the metaverse.³ This is the domain of the synthetic and the simulated, where experiences are as removed as possible from the actual, of which not much may remain, with perhaps the exception of human somatic presence and proprioception.

In code/spaces (Kitchin 2011) we find parity with the virtual in a particular “interweaving of computation with the built environment and daily experience” where computation becomes so crucial that “the environment and the experience of it actually ceases to function in the absence of code.” (Bridle 2018, 37) The best current examples of these environments are found in airports or in e-commerce warehouses, but with the growth of home and urban automation, of networked devices, autonomous devices and ubiquitous computing, we expect the number of code/spaces to increase significantly in the future.

Lowering the presence of computation, we arrive to augmented environments, an overlaying of computation to the actual world, where computation and computational devices coexist with the physical in a variety of articulations and hierarchies. This is the domain of augmented reality, but also the space for

¹ We may define as classical anthropophonic sounds those that Krause describes in his definition of anthrophony, “all of the human-generated sounds (…) in a given environment: physiological (talking, grunting, body sounds), electromechanical, controlled sound (music, theatre, etc.), and incidental (walking, clothes rustling, etc.).” (2008, 73)
many of our everyday experiences with devices as common as our smartphones.

Lastly, we find that in our post-internet and the post-digital world, there are almost no environments untouched by the effects of computation (Cramer 2013). What we conceptualise as offline environments are also subject to the effects of the computational regime (Hayles 2005, 17) in the “all-out internet condition” (Steyerl 2017) that has turned our culture into yet another code/space (Bridle 2018, 38).

2. COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS

What all these environments have in common is *computation*. They are defined by processes that obey finitely describable rules (Rucker 2005, 11) and that count and calculate (Berry 2011, 10). Within them, computation is not only used instrumentally, but becomes essential, whether or not it is experienced as such by humans and other agents that inhabit them (Carvalhais 2018a). Inevitably, as it happens in media that have been absorbed by (or displaced to) computational systems, these environments are significantly transformed by computation.

Computation allows the digitalisation of (almost) everything. This in turn gives it the ability to preserve, communicate, and rebuild or simulate information in systems besides those where it was created, and this makes computational systems into excellent remediators. They become a plastic, versatile, and protean digital medium (Murray 2012) that now encompasses most of our living and working environments. So, as much as computational systems can continuously breed *new media* (Manovich 2001; 2013), they are also capable of generating *new environments*. This doesn’t happen because their technologies are new but because computation allows environments to be articulated in new ways, and to develop new and unprecedented relations with their inhabitants. Computational media become *metamedia*, and computational environments become *metaeenvironments* that are able to develop across multiple and arbitrary forms and modalities. Expanded by computation, environments become more than a space-time where agents exist and become themselves *agents*. They are now machines in operation, machines that act, process and generate information, and from which computation emerges. Machines that remediate “the very conditions of being itself” (Galloway 2010).

Computational environments function like languages, and as such, are ergodic. As Christian Andersen and Søren Pold suggested, they are *interfaces* (2018, 90). More than places, they are platforms. As they become omnipresent, they “transcend perception” (2018, 30) and, as it becomes increasingly difficult to avoid interacting with them, the more difficult it conversely turns out to understand our role within them and the particular couplings that allow for the production of new signals, information, and knowledge (2018, 35).

3. INTERFACING WITH THE SONIC ENVIRONMENT

As computational spaces become pervasive and immersive, they also become progressively more acoustic and concrete. They fulfil McLuhan’s foretelling of a transition from visual to acoustic spaces (1988, 22) and become holistic and qualitative, breeding complex topologies that embed and envelop all outputs that are produced, whether visual or in any other modality.

In these topologies of “immaterial materiality” (Kwastek 2013, 146) sound is often relegated to a role that is subordinate to visual media. But sound is resilient and pervasive and it seeps in as traces from interaction — such as mechanical keyboard sounds, taps on screens, etc. — as designed artificial interaction sounds — such as the keyboard clicks on mobile devices, or other elements of sonic interaction design⁵ (Erkut 2016) — and as sounds produced by the hardware itself — such as refrigeration fans in computers, electric hums, etc.

And computation listens to us. For a long time, sound was almost exclusively limited to be an output of computational systems. Sound gave computational devices voices and the ability to communicate with the world around them, to announce their presence within a larger context (Breinbjerg 2008, 248-9), but it was incidental. Nowadays sound is becoming commonly used as an input, as a medium for interaction with systems that need to listen to their environments. When we use voice commands to interact with virtual assistants, when we dictate text to a device, or Shazam a piece of music, we ask our computers to actively listen to us and to our environments.

To be able to operate and navigate in these environments, we need to be capable to read them and to deduce procedurality and computation (Carvalhais, 2017; Carvalhais and Cardoso 2018a; 2018b). As sound is a part of the computational, it becomes a fundamental part of the process of

⁴ Alan Kay called computers the first *metamedium*, one whose content is “a wide range of already-existing and not-yet-invented media” (Manovich 2013); including even those that “cannot exist physically.” (Laurel 1993, 32) Manovich defined *metamedia* as “the remixing of working methods and techniques of different media within a single project.” (2008, 123)

⁵ Such as contextual sounds of alerts and notifications.
reading computational environments, a process that needs to go beyond the visual and spatial to embrace the acoustic and the sequential (Coupland 2011, 189). More than hearing, one needs to develop listening as a skill (Bosma 2011, 192) and to reflectively listen to computational environments. We need to engage with computation in acts of active and participatory listening.

4. LISTENING AND MOVING

We inhabit these environments. We listen to them. We move in them. Listening is never static and is closely related to movement in the mechanics of sound perception and production.

Not only does our perception move its attention through the multitude of sounds that it encounters in the environment, but it also shifts from those to our inner sound world and thoughts and back again to the outside. (Westerkamp 2017, 30)

What does movement mean once we find ourselves in an environment that transcends physical space? If the presence in actual environments may be passive, not entailing acting on them in any way, when we find ourselves in any computational environment, we discover a context of constant acting (Cardoso 2014).

As Janet Murray noted (1997; 2012), we conceptualise computational environments in spatial terms, attributing them particular geographies and toponymy. But this is far more than just a conceptual issue, because when interacting with a computational environment, what happens to us is causally linked to computational events. The outputs of these are not simply recorded signs of past events — as would be the case with classical media — but actual events happening in the computational system “now, and, unlike the action on the stage of a theater, (...) happening to you.” (1997, 81) Real-time events happen in a particular space-time and, therefore, computational processes are not analogous and interchangeable, but are always very concrete occurrences that happen here and now to a particular person that interacts with the system in a particular context.

In interactive systems we may posit that humans become an integral part of the computation, and that their somatic topologies therefore become a part of the topology of the system. This makes computational systems become partially embodied, with their space enmeshing with that of the human in an ergodic superposition of virtual and actual where algorithms, code, and computational machines are as relevant as human interaction and speculative imagination (Cramer 2005). And in both virtual and actual environments, the participative role of the listener while actively navigating and modulating their own experience of the soundscape is key.

We have been studying the inference of computational processes from the reading of artworks in an effort to understand the uniqueness of the aesthetics of computation and of its poietic affordances. Computational environments are time-based, they are contexts for the composition of events in time, regardless of whether or not sound is used (Zielinski 2006, 271). Therefore, perhaps listening should not specifically emphasise the modality of sound but rather the perception of time-based processes and transient phenomena that are key to reading computation. As such, listening can be used to understand the processes of the computationalisation of environments and to develop interobjective relations within them (Morton 2013, 81).

Sight isolates, sound incorporates. Whereas sight situates the observer outside what he views, at a distance, sound pours into the hearer. Vision dissects, as Merleau-Ponty has observed (1961). Vision comes to a human being from one direction at a time: to look at a room or a landscape, I must move my eyes around from one part to another. When I hear, however, I gather sound simultaneously from every direction at once: I am at the center of my auditory world, which envelopes me, establishing me at a kind of core of sensation and existence. (...) You can immerse yourself in hearing, in sound. There is no way to immerse yourself similarly in sight. (Ong 1982, 71)

5. SOUNDWALKING

Soundwalking is a listening and composition method that focuses on the exploration of the environment. It is a well-established practice with a large repertoire of works and a terminology that grew from its pioneers to contemporary sound artists. Artistic practices that sprung of soundwalking engage both with the unmediated soundscape as with multiple approaches to the augmentation of the human sensorium, using technology to amplify sound or to sonify information and allow the perception of phenomena that may otherwise be impossible to sense directly.

Soundwalking essentially entails moving in space while focusing one’s attention on the sonic environment. R. Murray Schafer describes it as an ex-

---

6 By e.g. using such names as "cyberspace".
7 We may define as interactive those systems that accept any external inputs, either by human users or by any other object. A human interactor becomes an agent in the programming of the computational system because every interaction with the system can be seen as an act that influences and determines its program.
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The soundscape, as defined by Schafer, is the sonic environment that is explored, or any portion of it one may focus upon. Importantly, this "term may refer to actual environments, or to abstract constructions such as musical compositions and tape montages, particularly when considered as an environment." (1977, 274) Within a soundscape one perceives keynote sounds and sound signals. Keynote sounds are named after the notes that identify the tonality of a composition, and describe the anchor sounds in an environment. They do not have to be listened to consciously, but they are present continuously or with a high-enough frequency "to form a background against which other sounds are perceived. Examples might be the sound of the sea for a maritime community or the sound of the internal combustion engine in the modern city." (1977, 272) Keynote sounds act as framers and as "conditioning agents" for the perception of other sounds, so they are likened "to the ground in the foreground grouping of visual perception." (1977, 272) Without contrasting with the ground developed by keynote sounds, foreground sounds would not be possible.

The foreground sounds that are listened to consciously are the sound signals. Although any sound can be listened to consciously, thus becoming figure instead of ground, Schafer defines sound signals as those that have to be listened to (1977, 10), because they constitute acoustic warning devices or because they encode information directed at the listener. Within sound signals, one may further understand soundmarks, a term that Schafer derives from landmark and that refers to a sound that is unique in a given community or environment and that possesses qualities that make it become especially regarded or noticed in that context.

When Pierre Schaeffer defined the acousmatic (2012), he described a mode of listening he termed of reduced or concentrated listening. This removal of the sound sources, the freeing of sounds that acousmatic music proposes, turns listening around. If doesn't necessarily remove causality from sounds but rather reinforces and reframes causality in the way as it forces one to always listen to sounds together and understand them in relation to each other (Lariviére 2019, 81). Reduced listening depends on a two-part acousmatic reduction, "the first taking place through the removal of visual cues, and the second through the intentional disregard of the perceived sources and origins of a sound." (Demers 2010, 27) Actual soundscapes are sometimes acousmatic in the first sense, because sound sources may be invisible or inacces-sible. Computational soundscapes are often acousmatic in both senses because they also enforce the second reduction, and because they are able to confront us with truly unrecognizable sounds (Demers 2010, 39). The acousmatic condition is then one of interobjectivity and emergence of sound events and sound objects.

Sound events and sound objects are the smallest self-contained particles of a soundscape, as defined by human hearing (Schafer 1977, 274). Sound objects were defined by Schaeffer as abstract acoustical objects, phenomenological sound formations that are independent of their referential qualities. Contrasting with this, Schafer defines sound events as symbolic, semantic or structural objects for study, as "nonabstraction point of reference, related to a whole of greater magnitude than itself." (1977, 274) In the acousmatic condition, sounds are perceived sensually, causally, ecologically, and in context. For the soundscape and the soundwalks within it, context is everything, and understanding as much as possible of it contributes to transforming both our listening and comprehension of what is listened to, while at the same time making it abundantly clear that we are never able to "be aware of everything at all times." (Westerkamp 2017, 30)

As such, the conceptual framework of soundwalking can also be an effective resource to think about our actions within computational environments, and a good methodology to understand the type of augmented and spatial listening that incorporates actual, physical spaces and virtual environments.
6. ALGORITHMIC LISTENING

In light of this, we can ask: 1) Can the principles of soundwalking can be used to explore and interpret computational environments? 2) Can the fundamental ideas in soundwalking gain new relevance in these new computational environments? 3) Can they ultimately contribute to a form of listening that emphasises computation and procedurality, an algorithmic listening?

As in soundwalking, when inhabiting a computational environment, we enter a process of just-in-time composition through which we make sense of our experiences. This is a process in which we are conflated with computation and coupled with the environment to produce new aesthetic objects and experiences (Harman 2018, 105). This happens in all environments where computation is present, environments that function as interfaces that have to be explored as topological spaces. While we traverse them, we discover horizons of action, and form horizons of intent (Upton 2015) within their phase-spaces. Although this process is very often visual, sound — either by itself or in the context of audiovisual forms — is an increasingly important component in these processes, as it is for our sense of space and for how we map our environment. In voice-driven and other sonic interactions, it may even act as a main driver of the experience and as a fundamental medium for the development of the computational system’s technological umwelt.9

The goals of algorithmic listening are not only aesthetic. The listener does not develop just-in-time composition for its own sake but also because this allows them to probe the system and to discover and explore the processes at its core. Algorithmic listening emphasises computation and procedurality and has resemblances with the algorithmic gaze described by Boris Groys,10 a gaze that also turns around and looks from within the artwork to its world (2016, 20).

Algorithmic listening tries to discover the spatial and temporal boundaries of an environment. Listening then becomes a hybrid of human and computational operations, it becomes interobjective, with the ear guided by logic and technology to navigate through computational environments where listeners are positioned and set free to dwell in.
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